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Durham, DH - Simply Pets Online has recently released a new product that they state will help pets
out greatly. The product is called the slow feed cat bowl and allows the feeding time of pets to be
slowed down. The product has started to gain quite a bit of attention on the giant shopping portal
Amazon.
According to the company, the slowing down of eating allows meal times to be much more as nature
intended. This has captured the appreciation of customers who have stated that the slow feed cat
bowl makes their pets eat slower and eliminate regurgitation.
As of April 2016, this newly released product has already garnered over 30 reviews on Amazon. The
slow feed cat bowl has so far gained some 55% five star ratings and is rated 3.8 out of 5 stars
according to Amazon’s rating system. Five stars is the highest rating that any product can attain on
Amazon and signifies the great likability of the product and its features.
One satisfied customer named Joseph was elated that the slow feed cat bowl eliminated his cats’

throwing up problem. He commented, “This bowl is really effective in slowing my cats down. We've
had trouble with two of our cats bolting their dry food and then throwing up. It was very annoying. This
well made bowl seems to have done the trick, slowing them down and basically eliminating the
upchucking problem. Two cats can eat at the same time or multiples can graze at will throughout the
day. One bowl is all we need with our four cat household. It is easily cleaned with a dish brush. We've
only used it with dry, since there's no problem with them bolting the wet food.”
Another verified purchaser stated that the slow feed cat bowl was extremely helpful. She remarked, “I
bought this product to prevent my two cats from eating too quickly. They would throw up frequently
due to eating quickly. Since introducing the Maze bowl my cats are eating slower and no longer
throwing up. If you free feed your cats like I do, this product is extremely helpful in managing the
amount and frequency of your cat’s eating. This is a great product!”
The Slow Feed Cat Bowl from Simply Pets Online is sold exclusively on the Amazon shopping portal.
The vendor has a discount where if two of the product is purchased then the customer receives 5%
off their order total. The customer simply has to enter the code LVD8TQAW at checkout to access the
discount.
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